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Abstract: Rotating (also termed continuous spin) detonation technology is gaining interest in the
global research and development community due to the potential for increased performance. Potential
performance benefits, thrust chamber design, and thrust chamber cooling loads are analyzed for
propellant applications using liquid oxygen or high-concentration hydrogen peroxide oxidizers with
kerosene, hydrogen, and methane fuels. Performance results based on a lumped parameter treatment
show that theoretical specific impulse gains of 3–14% are achievable with the highest benefit coming
from hydrogen-fueled systems. Assessment of thrust chamber designs for notional space missions
shows that both thrust chamber length and diameter benefits are achievable given the tiny annular
chamber volume associated with the rotating detonation combustion. While the passing detonation
front drastically increases local heat fluxes, global energy balances can be achieved if operating
pressures are limited to be comparable to existing or prior space engines.
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1. Introduction

The concept of detonative propulsion was first conceived of by Zeldovich in a paper
published in 1940, where he demonstrated theoretical efficiency gains from combusting
propellants in a detonative mode vs. a deflagrative mode [1]. A variety of engine topologies
have been suggested over the years, including pulse detonation engines and wave rotors,
but the rotating detonation rocket engine (RDRE) approach has gained the most interest
due mainly to its simplicity as compared to competing approaches that would demand
highspeed valving to process reactants for a given detonative event.

Early works [2,3] in the latter part of the last century effectively proved that a sta-
ble rotating detonation could be attained but results were difficult to attain given the
instrumentation capabilities at the time. Much of the progress in the modern era has
been achieved in the present century given the availability of lower-cost, higher-capability,
high-frequency instrumentation. A highly notable contribution in the RDRE realm came
from the Bykovskii et al. study demonstrating high average combustion pressures in
gas–gas (Propane–GOX), gas–liquid (Acetone–GOX), and liquid–liquid (Kerosene–LOX)
propellant combinations [4]. A fairly recent review paper [5] describes gas/gas RDRE
work as well as airbreathing studies using gaseous and liquid fuels. More recently, results
have been obtained for liquid/liquid propellant injection using nitrogen tetroxide and
monomethyl hydrazine storable propellants [6,7] as well as with hydrogen peroxide and a
catalyst-loaded fuel based on the industrial solvent triglyme [8] as well as with gaseous
oxygen and kerosene [9].

In 2021, two RDRE flight demonstrations took place. In collaboration with three
Japanese Universities, the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) successfully de-
ployed a gaseous methane/gaseous oxygen RDRE from a sounding rocket and demon-
strated ignition in space. The group was also able to measure a small torque believed to
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be a consequence of viscous interactions of the detonation fronts with chamber walls [10].
In addition, Wolański et al. from the Lukasiewicz Institute of Aviation launched a small
propane/nitrous oxide RDRE sounding rocket that reached an altitude of 450 m [11]. Hence,
one might argue that the technology is maturing toward higher performance missions that
will demand long duration and use of storable or cryogenic propellants.

Figure 1 highlights the general features of the RDE combustor as reactants are fed
into an annular combustor chamber that may support one or more detonation waves.
With proper operating conditions, the passage of the high-pressure detonation wave tem-
porarily stops the flow of new reactants. This “aerovalving” feature permits the use of
a conventional feed system such as those employed in current generation liquid rocket
engine (LRE) combustors.
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Figure 1. Topology of annular RDE combustor with time-dependent massflow and chamber pressure.
Section A-A shows notional reactant fill region and shock/detonation wave structures with multiple
waves present around the combustor annulus.

Subsequent recovery of the flows creates the triangular shaped “fill region” as noted in
Figure 1. The boundary of this region places cold reactants in proximity to hot combustion
products with potential for pre-ignition or “parasitic” deflagration prior to wave arrival.

The fear of parasitic deflagration reducing or eliminating detonations from the cham-
ber has led researchers to shy away from traditional fuel-film cooling approaches employed
in many existing LRE combustors. This reason, combined with very high heat transfer
coefficients created by the passing detonation front, places chamber cooling as a major
challenge for long-duration operation for realistic LRE missions demanding 10 s–100 s of
seconds of continuous operation. While the RDRE combustion chamber volume is roughly
an order of magnitude smaller than a conventional LRE combustor, the overall heat loads
may be similar to or higher than the heat loads seen in today’s engines. Here, engine thrust
level/size also enters as a consideration because in general, larger engines with higher
propellant flows are easier to cool due to the relative scaling of wall area with thrust.

Limited design studies have been published to date based on space engine [12] and
booster/launch engine [13] applications. The present work is aimed at improving on these
results in making use of more recent chamber heating estimates that are coming from the
community. The fact that space engines can utilize lower operating pressures than LREs
that operate within the earth’s atmosphere is an important consideration given the RDRE
cooling challenge. In addition, the annular combustor topology provides significant system
length advantages that can be important for a number of space engine applications.

The proposed contribution will develop a preliminary design of one or more RDRE
space engines for selected missions in order to address the advantages over existing or
conventional deflagrative combustion approaches. Existing performance, nozzle design,
and component weight models will be used to assess overall envelope and potential
specific impulse, system length, and weight advantages relative to current or historical
space engines. As chamber heating loads are a major element of the design, regenerative
cooling jacket analyses will be conducted to enhance the fidelity of the analysis.
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2. RDRE Performance

Fundamentally, performance benefits of RDREs are derived from reduced entropy
production due to combustion at elevated pressure. This benefit presumes that the structure
can be designed for the mean operating pressure and thus cannot respond to the short-lived
high pressures behind the detonation front. Pre-compression reactants by a high Mach
number shock front provides peak temperatures that substantially exceed those of constant
pressure combustion devices operating at the same mean pressure. The detonation pressure
ratio, DPR, lies at the center of these arguments. Assuming perfectly mixed reactants in a
quasi-steady wave-based system, this parameter can be computed for various propellant
combinations of interest for space propulsion. The NASA Chemical equilibrium analysis
tool [14] is limited to use with gas/gas detonations but in the U.S., Livermore Laboratories
has developed the Cheetah code [15] that can consider heterogeneous (gas/liquid) or
condensed phase (liquid/liquid) systems. These codes are basically solving the classical
Chapman/Jouguet (CJ) [16] detonation problem that presumes perfectly mixed reactants
contained on all sides by a tube/chamber. Fundamentally, DPR depends strongly on the
density of the fluids being detonated and is a fairly weak function of the overall average
operating pressure in the system.

Figure 1 depicts a typical pressure waveform and DPR values for a variety of propellant
combinations. The arrival of the detonation front occurs at the minimum pressure in the
cycle, Pmin, while general design and operating conditions are typically prescribed at an
average pressure. Average pressure is typically assessed using a capillary tube average (or
attenuated) pressure, CTAP, measurement. This measurement is easily made by placing
a pressure transducer at the end of a section of tubing that is connected at some location
within the combustion chamber. High-frequency surface-mounted measurements have
been difficult to obtain in RDREs due to the challenging thermal environments. Water-
cooled or helium purged instrumentation has been shown to survive, but provides a
substantial blemish on the tiny combustor wall.

The DPR values show impressive pressure rise under the perfectly mixed and perfectly
contained assumption associated with rocket propellants as compared to an airbreathing
system with lower overall energy addition per unit mass of reactant. In particular, the
heterogeneous and condensed phase systems offer potential for huge combustion pres-
sures as dense gas/liquid or liquid/liquid mixtures are converted to gases by the passing
detonation front.

One of the most important classical results from the CJ detonation analysis is the
wavespeed generated by the exothermic reactions downstream of the shock front:

vCJ =
√

2
(
γ2

2 − 1
)(

cp1T1 + q
)

(1)

Here, vCJ is wavespeed, cp1T1 is specific heat and temperature of reactants, γ2 is
the ratio of specific heats of the product mixture and q is the heat of combustion of the
reactant mixture that tends to be the dominant parameter relative to cp1T1. Hence, to first
order, the wavespeed is solely determined by the heat release in the region upstream of
the choking point per the Chapman/Jouguet analysis. Actual RDREs with incomplete
mixing and poor containment can still generate wavespeeds that approach or even exceed
these theoretical limits, as the CJ analysis is based on a steady-state assumption (i.e.,
overdriven or “galloping” conditions can be generated by discrete injection sites). The high
wavespeeds generated by detonation of rocket propellants is a challenging, yet enabling
feature of the RDRE as combustion times drop into the 25–100 µs range—literally an order
of magnitude less than in conventional deflagrative burning rocket combustors. While
these short timescales enable significantly shorter combustor lengths, mixture preparation
on such timescales may require substantial injection pressure drops for RDRE applications—
particularly for liquids that barely move under such timescales using established injector
pressure drops for today’s engines.
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Liquid/liquid system pressures would easily destroy any combustor should perfect
containment be obtained as is assumed in the calculation. Successful implementation of
these combinations will necessarily require preparation of the detonable mixture some
distance from chamber walls. Here, the detonable mixture would be surrounded by
chamber exhaust gases and the pressure would be greatly attenuated prior to hitting
chamber walls. The liquid/liquid RDRE technology is in general very immature and
open literature publications are limited to just a few groups [4,6–8]. The extent to which
vaporization plays a role in cyrogenic fluids such as liquid oxygen (LOX) or high vapor
pressure propellants such as nitrogen tetroxide (NTO) has not been established to any
significant degree. Our group has made some initial efforts using the Cheetah tool with
various assumptions regarding mixedness with exhaust products [17,18]. In general, these
models generate more questions than answers, primarily due to the computation of real
gas conditions at the gigantic pressure levels predicted by the Cheetah code.

Thermodynamic behavior of the RDRE is often approximated with an Atkinson cycle
involving shock compression and constant volume heat addition [19]. As with constant
pressure combustion devices, the nozzle performance is ignored in these basic thermodynamic
analyses that are necessarily upper bound estimates. The most comprehensive performance
estimates to date have focused on gas/gas propellant systems. Even under the assumption
of perfect mixing and reactant containment within the detonation channel, numerous loss
mechanisms exist due to multidimensional effects and non-axial flow produced primarily
near the detonation front. One of the most important departures is with regard to nozzle
performance [20] since this component will see a whole range of pressures as different portions
of the wavefront are exhausted. In this respect, the RDRE nozzle operating in the atmosphere
is only “on design” at a single point in the pressure waveform shown schematically in Figure 1.
In the vacuum of space, the chamber-to-ambient pressure ratio is always infinite and nozzle
size tends to be set more by packaging constraints so there is a distinct advantage for applying
the time-varying pressure waveform in space conditions.

A quasi-steady performance treatment was initially developed by Stechmann [21] and
subsequently published with colleagues [22]. The model assumes an empirically based
pressure waveform to compute quasi-steady conditions for assessing combustion and
nozzle performance at various stages in the cycle. The tool uses an empirically based
pressure history such as those shown in Figure 2 and performs an integration of conditions
(massflow, thrust coefficient, characteristic velocity, c*) based on instantaneous pressure
under a quasi-steady assumption. The model does not account for any heat losses, residual
swirl, unmixedness and detailed multidimensional expansion of products from discrete
injection sites. Hence results may be regarded as a reasonable upper bound on what may be
attained. The annular topology of the RDRE combustion chamber naturally integrates into
aerospike-type nozzle designs with a couple different topologies as noted in Figure 3. The
flared configuration is preferred for high expansion area ratio applications such as those in
a space engine. As the model assumes perfect mixing and neglects multidimensional and
frictional effects, results must be regarded as upper bounds.
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Propellant combinations assumed for the study include:

• Gaseous oxygen/kerosene (gOX/RP-2)—this combination applies to oxidizer-rich staged
combustion engines currently under study for use in some space engine applications

• Liquid oxygen/gaseous methane (LOX/gCH4)—this combination is of interest for a
number of launch providers and would result from vaporization of liquid methane in
a cooling jacket for use in and expander or fuel-rich staged combustion engine

• Liquid oxygen/gaseous hydrogen (LOX/gH2)—this combination is employed in numer-
ous space engines, primarily with an expander cycle that derives power from vaporized
hydrogen that has extracted energy in the combustor regenerative cooling jacket

• Gaseous oxygen/gaseous hydrogen (gOX/gH2)—this propellant combination would
result from use in a full-flow expander cycle engine where both cryogenic propellants
are employed as coolants and turbine drive fluids

• Hydrogen peroxide/kerosene (HP/RP-2)—this is an alternative storable propellant
combination that has received some attention over the years but has not been used
in an operational space system to our knowledge. For the purposes of the study, the
authors assume that the HP is 90% concentration and has been heated and vaporizes
upon injection. While this may not be practical, it does provide some insight into
general performance using heterogeneous detonation characteristics, i.e., it removes
uncertainties associated with modeling fully condensed phase detonative performance

The optimal oxidizer/fuel mixture ratio (OF) was determined for each propellant
combination to maximize vacuum specific impulse (Ispv) for a notional CTAP of 10 atm and
a nozzle expansion ratio of ε = 100. Using this result, the specific impulse behavior of each of
the six propellant combinations is summarized in Table 1. This table also includes assumed
propellant temperatures in the optimization as well as a comparison against a constant
pressure (CP) combustion engine with the same operating pressure and nozzle expansion
ratio. The OF ratio was optimized for the CP engine in order to provide a useful comparison
of potential performance enhancement. Table 1 also includes average characteristic velocities,
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C*, as computed from CEA at the conditions noted for the CP engine, and as computed
using the waveform-averaged technique from [22,23] for the RDRE.

Table 1. Optimal mixture ratios and performance comparison with constant pressure (CP) combustion
engine for numerous RDRE propellant combinations, CTAP = 10 atm, ε = 100.

RDRE Conditions CP Engine Conditions
Perf. Gain, %

Propellants Temp, K OF C*avg, m/s Ispv, s OF C*avg, m/s Ispv, s

gOX/RP-2 400/400 2.3 1857 386 2.7 1765 375 3.0%

LOX/gCH4 90/300 2.8 1910 397 3.4 1812 384 3.5%

LOX/gH2 90/300 2.8 2680 538 4.2 2456 482 11.7%

gOX/gH2 200/300 2.6 2750 554 4.2 2472 486 14%

HP/RP-2 400/400 7.4 1654 347 8 1608 330 4.8%

For the conditions noted, potential performance gains range from 3 to 14%. These
values would likely be regarded as upper bounds achievable given that the analysis does
not account for frictional or shock losses attributed to the trailing oblique shock shown in
Figure 1. Of course, other loss mechanisms also exist for the CP engine so the advantage
shown still shows promise for the RDRE given the fidelity of the analysis. As with the
prior studies [22,23] hydrogen-fueled systems offer the greatest advantages but tend to
optimize at very low mixture ratios as indicated in Table 1. From a systems level perspective,
this conclusion would need to be revisited given the size of the hydrogen tank implied
from these results. In addition, the fast-kinetic response of hydrogen fuel has inhibited
realization of the predicted performance gains. Using a transverse jet hydrogen injector,
Stechmann [21] found that the hydrogen jets themselves tended to serve as flameholders
when used in transverse jet injection scheme and as a result only deflagrative performance
was realized. Alternate injector concepts may help alleviate this issue but this remains as a
challenge to the community.

Given the large sensitivity of upper stage systems to even small improvements in
specific impulse, the kerosene/RP-2 and methane-fueled options also offer promise. The
slow kinetic response of methane fuel makes it an ideal RDRE fuel in many respects as
parasitic deflagration prior to detonation wave arrival may be minimized. As a result, a
number of groups around the world have demonstrated rotating detonations of this fuel (in
gaseous form) with gaseous oxygen at substantial operating pressures. Work with liquid
kerosene is more limited but successful detonations have been reported in oxygen [9] and
air [24] at significant operating pressures. To the authors’ knowledge, no results have yet
been published on the HP/RP-2 system but the theoretical results do point to potential
advantages there that would make up some of the deficit HP has with respect to LOX.

Systems with hydrogen/oxygen as propellants show performance benefits up to
14% higher than their constant pressure combustion counter-part, much higher than the
3–5% performance gains shown for the other propellants considered. Detonation-based
combustion out-performs constant pressure combustion by releasing heat after being
processed by the leading shock of the detonation wave. This shock increases the static
pressure of the reactants, leading to entropy production rates lower than heat release at
lower pressures. Additionally, the shock increases the static temperature of the reactants
prior to any heat being released, leading to hotter post-combustion temperatures than
what is possible via constant pressure combustion. Hydrogen/oxygen detonations show
the largest performance benefit of the considered propellants because these detonations
have a high degree of shock-heating without as large of a detonation pressure ratio when
compared to the other propellants. The lower pressure ratio leads to less stagnation losses
when averaging over the entire RDE blowdown cycle [22].

Results in Table 1 certainly offer a strong motivation for further study of the RDRE
space engine application and numerous groups around the world are continuing to further
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the technology. Unfortunately, the sensitive nature of performance measurements has pre-
cluded formal publication of recent work from many groups including our own. However,
the Ref. [2] study does report mean chamber pressures that exceed theoretical limits of
constant pressure combustion and that has served as motivation for many groups around
the world to investigate the technology.

Using the five propellant combinations noted in Table 1 at the optimal OF determined
for the RDRE based on the performance analysis tool, variations in performance with
nozzle size for a chamber pressure of 10 atm are depicted in Figure 4. As with constant
pressure combustion engines, vacuum performance is relatively insensitive to operating
pressure (very little differences were present up to 40 atm operating pressure) and thus
was neglected for this chart. Performance benefits become more modest at larger nozzle
expansion ratios.
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3. RDRE Thrust Chamber Design

The thrust chamber topology assumed for this study is highlighted in the left
schematic in Figure 5 with cold reactants (blue lines) entering at the top of the annulus
and hot products (red lines) feeding the annular nozzle. This is perhaps the simplest
possible thrust chamber topology with an annular chamber of mean radius Rc and length
L with an annular gap ∆. The airbreathing RDE community has studied “throated” com-
bustors employing various chamber/throat area contraction ratios and many designs
do not incorporate the flared nozzle cowling depicted in the sketch. The incorporation
of an area contraction within the combustion chamber leads to reflected waves that
can interact with the prime detonation front in deleterious manner. Prior work with
gOX/gCH4 propellants [21] revealed that incorporation of a throat entirely killed deto-
nation behavior (presumably for this reason), but others have successfully demonstrated
throated configurations. For the purposes of the study, this minor design difference
would not necessarily affect conclusions.
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For the large expansion ratios demanded of a space engine, the outer nozzle cowling
shown in Figure 5 will permit capture of pressure forces/thrust in the vacuum of space.
The cooling jacket is assumed to extend to the terminus of the chamber centerbody with
resulting exit radius, Rj. An uncooled nozzle extension could then be included to access
the full expansion radius, Re, set by the desired overall nozzle area ratio. To date, detailed
design of the nozzle contour in the existing literature has employed techniques used in CP
engines, i.e., a quasi-steady method of characteristics solution to determine the inviscid
contour with potential adjustments for the local boundary layer momentum thickness. This
level of detail will not be included in the present work.

In [4], authors provide criteria for chamber gap and length based on the detonation cell
size. In practice, this quantity is submillimeter for highly detonable rocket propellants and hence
these limiting criteria do not readily apply in this situation. In general, the chamber radius,
thrust level and operating pressure are selected as the prime design variables. The chamber
gap size is then determined from massflow considerations to deliver the necessary propellant
flowrate at the desired operating pressure with the propellant combination of interest.

Perhaps the most difficult parameter to set is the overall chamber length, L. The blue
region noted in Figure 5 is denoted the “fill height”, h. This represents the average or
maximum penetration of reactants prior to wave arrival and consumption of the mixture. It
can be viewed as the maximum axial extent of the fill region as shown in Figure 1. Predicting
fill height a priori is very challenging as one would need to know both the wavespeed
and the number of waves present around the annulus. Predictive capabilities for these
parameters are becoming available in simple gas/gas combustors with high resolution large
eddy simulation codes, but in general there is no good way to estimate h from simpler
analytic models or for mixtures containing one or more liquids or supercritical fluids.

Fill heights/wave topologies are known to vary strongly with injector configurations
and propellant injection conditions (i.e., temperature). Given the complexity, we will
rely on historically successful combustor lengths of L = 1–3 inches (2.5–7.5 cm) as being
representative. In fact, these dimensions are likely longer than they need to be if many
waves are present, but ignition of the combustor becomes less arduous the larger the L
value so this will ultimately be a consideration especially for space engine vacuum ignition.
Recently, Japanese researchers have successfully demonstrated vacuum ignition with a
chamber 6 cm in length, but this chamber also had an area constriction of roughly 30% to
form a throat [10].
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4. Comparing RDRE and CP Engine Thrust Chamber Design

The integration of the nozzle into the annular chamber geometry, combined with the
small chamber volumes, has promise to reduce RDRE engine envelope when compared
to a CP combustion engine. The total surface area to be cooled is of course a global
consideration in thrust chamber assembly design. While the fast reaction times in the RDRE
lead to chamber volumes roughly an order of magnitude smaller than CP combustors, that
volume is wrapped in an annular geometry that tends to increase surface area over that of
a cylinder. Prior studies for larger engines [12,13] revealed that the total surface area to be
cooled for the RDRE was substantially less than that of a comparable CP engine, but this
was for high thrust engines and a more general treatment is desired to assess behavior with
thrust level. Assuming ideal quasi-steady flow, the throat area of the combustor is related
to propellant massflow and average operating pressure, Pc:

At =
.

mC ∗avg /Pc (2)

For the RDRE chamber, the throat/chamber area is dependent on both chamber radius
and gap size, the ratio of which must remain small in order to provide similar distances for
wave travel aroudnd the annulus. From various published results, 0.075 < ∆/Rc < 1 [6,21].
This criterion, combined with Equation (2) permits computation of chamber dimensions as
a function of massflow for a given average operating pressure for the RDRE chamber.

For the notional CP engine design, the length of the barrel section, LB, can be deter-
mined from the chamber contraction area ratio, CR, and the chamber characteristic length,
L* [25]:

LB =
L∗

CR
(3)

Historical values for L* vary from 0.5 to 1.0 m for systems using hydrogen fuel and
0.7 to 1.3 m for the other propellant combinations in Table 1 [25]. Low chamber pressure
space engines have contraction area ratios in the range 1.3 < CR < 10 varying from very
large to very small thrust level applications. For the conventional combustor, the radius at
the terminus of the cooling jacket is computed:

Rj =
√

ε j At/π (4)

where εj is an input jacket expansion area ratio. The same dimension is applicable for the
RDRE if the cooling jacket extends beyond the plug terminus. If this is not the case, the
outer/inner radii to the annulus are:

Rj)outer/inner = Rc ±
ε j At

4πRc
(5)

Note that this may not be the full engine expansion as cooling limits may make it
desirable to utilize a radiation cooled Niobium skirt (or equivalent) to further enhance
performance. Given these considerations, the computed geometry may differ from the case
shown in Figure 5 where both RDRE nozzle surfaces terminate at the same axial location.

The analysis ignores wall surface area on the injector face. For a CP engine, heat
fluxes here are mainly due to radiation, but in the RDRE there can be a highly convective
environment although the surface area is quite small and injection orifices obviously reduce
the total area to be cooled. To this extent, the RDRE wall areas reported may be viewed as a
lower bound.

We spare the readers the tedium of the straightforward computation of wall area
from surface areas of cylinders, frustums, and cones. Results from the study are reported
in Figures 6 and 7 and Tables 2 and 3 respectively. Table 2 summarizes model inputs
for empirical parameter and nozzle/chamber angles as mentioned above. The inputs
for the CP engine were adjusted to reproduce the RL-10 geometry described in Ref. [25].
The L* value for this engine is on the lower end of values reported [25] given the fast-
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burning hydrogen fuel and was adjusted to match RL-10 chamber length accounting for the
45-degree conical chamber convergence angle assumed. In addition, θe was adjusted to
match the length of the contoured RL-10 nozzle.
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Table 2. Summary of baseline inputs for wall surface area computation.

Parameter, Units Value

Pc, atm 33

c∗, m/s 2385

L, cm 6

∆/Rc 0.15

L∗, cm 45

CR 4.78

ε j 61

θc, degrees 45

θe, degrees 19
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Table 3. Sensitivity of chamber dimensions and surface area to design inputs at a massflow rate of 10 kg/s.

Parameter Ac,RDRE
Ac,CP

Ltot,RDRE
Ltot,CP

Rc,RDRE
Rc,CP

Pc, 25/33/41 atm 0.62/0.66/0.68 0.8/0.8/0.79 0.84/0.84/0.84

c∗, 1700/2385 m/s 0.7/0.66 0.79/0.8 0.84/0.84
∆
Rc

, 0.1/0.15/0.2 0.8/0.66/0.57 0.75/0.8/0.72 1.0/0.84/0.82

L, 3/6/9 cm 0.33/0.66/0.98 0.77/0.8/0.82 0.84/0.84/0.84

L∗, 45/90 cm 0.66/0.4 0.8/0.73 0.84/0.84
3
4 3/4.78/7 0.67/0.66/0.59 0.77/0.8/0.69 1.0/0.84/0.8

εi, 20/40/61 0.66/0.66/0.66 0.64/0.75/0.8 0.84/0.84/0.84

Figure 6 shows surface area comparisons for the inputs provided in Table 2. The
total surface areas (left plot) are nearly equivalent as they are dominated by the larger
nozzle contributions, but as can be seen in the right plot the RDRE chamber surface area
is less than that of the CP chamber over the entire range of engine sizes considered with
the disparity in areas increasing with thrust level/engine size. While the RDRE c* value
will be slightly higher per Table 1, the 2385 m/s value was used for both engines in this
comparison. Interestingly, one can prove (for the simplified chamber/nozzle geometries
employed) that the nozzle areas for both systems are identical, i.e., the inward and outward
expansion surfaces of the RDRE add to precisely the same surface area as a conventional
nozzle with the same throat area and expansion ratio, i.e., both designs reflect the diameter
of a streamtube expanded to the same pressure with the same inlet conditions.

Working through the chamber surface area from the geometry in Figure 5 and assum-
ing ∆/Rc << 1 one can show that the RDRE chamber surface area scales with the square
root of the massflow:

Ac−RDRE = 4L

√
π

.
mc∗

Pc(∆/Rc)
(6)

whereas the CP chamber has both square root and linear dependence on massflow:

Ac−CP = 2L ∗

√
π

.
mc∗

PcCR
+

.
mc∗

Pc

(CR− 1)
sinθc

(7)

The second term in this expression is the area of the conical convergence section and
this term becomes significant at higher massflows for larger CR values. As one may expect,
both results are linearly dependent on the lengths L, L* respectively, and the RDRE chamber
is very sensitive to the value of ∆/Rc. Here, it is tempting to set a large value in order to
reduce surface area, but large annular gaps tend to lower RDRE performance by providing
poorer containment of the detonable mixtures provided by the injection system.

Figure 7 compares overall length and diameter of the two thrust chambers for the in-
puts in Table 2. The length of the RDE thrust chamber is significantly reduced from the con-
ventional combustor with the reduction becoming more prominent at lower thrust/massflow
levels. This is a major benefit for space engine systems that must be housed in an inter-stage
structure during launch as the length of said structure is reduced as well. Current/prior
vehicles have made use of deployable nozzle skirts in an effort to minimize system length
thereby demonstrating the importance of this parameter to space missions. In addition,
for lander applications, the length of landing gear is directly proportional to propulsion
system length in most vehicle concepts. Length reductions here have a multiplicative
benefit. The diameter of the RDE chamber is also somewhat smaller than the CP engine;
this ratio is invariant with massflow as both throat and chamber diameters scale linearly
with massflow.

A sensitivity study was conducted about the design point outlined in Table 2 for a
chamber massflow of 10 kg/s. Parameters in Table 2 were varied as noted to assess impact
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on chamber surface area, length and radius ratios for RDRE vs. CP chambers. Results
from these parametric studies are summarized in Table 3. The radius ratio is independent
of chamber pressure because, if massflow and c* are fixed, then the quantity Pc At is also
fixed. Length varies a small amount with the changes in chamber dimensions stemming
from operating pressure change. The surface area ratio is weakly affected with a greater
reduction in surface area occurring at lower Pc values where large CP chambers are required.
Similar arguments hold for c* variation because mass flow rate and Pc are fixed.

Changes in RDRE chamber dimensions (L and ∆/Rc) have a strong effect on chamber
surface area to be cooled, and it is desired to have the shortest possible chamber length and
largest possible gap to minimize Ac. Given the small dimensions of the RDRE chamber,
overall dimensions change very little. Total length is dominated by nozzle length and
the chamber radius is independent of chamber length L. The radius does decrease with
increasing gap size as the throat area is represented by the product of these two quantities.
Here, one is motivated to consider throated RDRE combustors as employed on CP engines.
Throated combustors have successfully produced rotating detonations in airbreathing
and some RDRE experiments, but our prior work [21] led to a negative outcome as the
inclusion of the throat completely removed any detonative behavior. It is believed that
acoustic waves reflected off the throat may interact with injector pulsations, but the precise
mechanism for the behavior has yet to be determined. Additional efforts in this realm
are warranted given the potential to reduce surface area and cooling loads for the RDRE.
Adding a throat to the RDRE chamber will also ease ignition and allow some pressure
buildup from gas injection/evolution. This advantage may be particularly important for a
space engine application.

Changing the contraction area ratio of the CP chamber affects all quantities noted
in Table 3. Larger CR values increase surface area of the CP chamber and hence reduce
the wall area ratio. While total length is still dominated by the nozzle, larger contraction
ratios actually lead to greater length reductions for the RDRE. While the barrel section of
the CP chamber shortens with increased contraction ratio, the conical convergence section
increases such that the total chamber length from the injector face to the throat reaches
a maximum at the CR = 4.78 condition under the assumptions noted. These factors lead
to the counterintuitive behavior. Radius ratios obviously are reduced as CR is increased.
Finally, changing the expansion ratio of the terminus of the cooling jacket only affects
system length with obvious reductions in length with εj.

5. Comparing RDRE and CP Engine Thermal Loads

A prime motivation for this study is to assess the global and local thermal balance
in the RDRE as compared to a CP combustor of similar operating pressure and thrust
level. The passing of the detonation front over chamber walls thins or removes boundary
layers thereby exposing walls to much higher levels of heat transfer than a conventional
combustor. In addition, fuel film cooling, a strategy employed in most CP combustors, has
not been applied to RDREs to date as there is a fear of parasitic deflagration of the fuel
between successive wave arrivals that would have deleterious effects on performance. Heat
loads imposed on chamber walls are closely tied to injector design and this raises substantial
complications when trying to assess the overall ability to cool the RDRE combustor. The
airbreathing RDE community is significantly ahead of the rocket community with numerous
publications [26–32] generally showing peak heat transfer at the end of the detonation
region, but there are precious few results in the rockets realm with much higher temperature
products and much stronger detonation fronts.

The limited results for RDRE applications [9,33,34] tend to leave more questions than
answers as they are restricted to specific applications and do not reveal the extent of
the cooling problem relative to high-pressure RDRE operation at various thrust levels.
Subsequent to publication of our group’s study [9], it was determined that the fuel injector
utilized was leaking some fuel along the chamber wall so measurements there may be
reflective of a fuel film-cooled surface with unknown coolant flowrate. From observed
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hardware damage, Stechmann [21] estimated a heat flux about 60% greater than throat
level as computed for a CP engine of equivalent conditions. This load is substantial and it
is unclear if the total coolant enthalpy, or the local ability to extract the given heat flux, is
available for a given application. Gurshin [12] did get closure of the cooling problem for an
RL-10 engine application (with assumption regarding detonative heat loads), but scaling to
other operating conditions and thrust levels still remains a question.

As engine size/flowrate is diminished, the pressure to which the thrust chamber can
be cooled is similarly reduced as engine flow decreases more rapidly than surface area. In
the early 1960s, NASA contracted with Marquardt Corporation for a major study of cooling
of CP space engines [35]. This comprehensive work considered coolant passage design,
chamber materials, propellant combustion characteristics and of course chamber wall heat
transfer using tools of the time. Results showed that a LOX/LH2 fuel-cooled combustor
could be operated at a chamber pressure of 400 psi (2.7 MPa) at a thrust level of 800 lbf
(3.6 kN) but pressure capability dropped to 40 psi (0.27 MPa) at a thrust level of 70 lbf
(310 N) due to reduction in the hydrogen coolant flow.

RDREs will be subject to similar considerations with reduction in operating pressure
required for lower thrust missions. Critical heat flux and overall bulk heat loads are the two
main top-level thermal considerations. Table 4 summarizes these characteristics as well
as critical fluid properties for the liquids considered in the study. A large body of data is
available for hydrogen cooling given the large number of engine applications, but notional
results are presented from the extensive RL-10 study of Binder [36]. Its excellent cooling
characteristics are appreciated by the community as it supports high jacket temperature
change as well as heat flux. Methane has received more recent interest [37–39] given the
large number of companies pursuing the fuel since the turn of the century, despite methane
having cooling characteristics that are quite poor in comparison to hydrogen. This factor,
combined with optimal mixture ratios in the 3.3–3.7 range, makes it more demanding to
apply to an RDRE. Kerosene [40] has also been studied extensively and is more limited in
heat flux capability as a storable liquid. While its critical heat flux is not terribly impressive,
it is always employed with fuel film cooling in CP engines and thus the fuel film plays a
critical role in reducing heat flux values at high operating pressures. Coking becomes a
concern here as well but is beyond the scope of the study that is restricted to looking at a
bulk thermal balance or a heat flux limit.

The vast thermal demands for RDRE thrust chambers force one to consider oxidizer
cooling and for this reason both oxidizers in the study are listed in Table 4. To be fair, the
temperatures quoted are notional at best as propellant subcooling, enthalpy/temperature
rise in pump system, and detailed jacket design are all ignored. The notion of critical heat
flux is most applicable to low pressure engines where propellant pressures are subcritical
in the jacket. Propellant outlet temperatures are drawn from historical data as noted but
also can vary substantially with cooling system design.

Especially when considering oxidizers as coolants, jacket material selection and passi-
vation are key requirements for successful implementation. Hydrogen peroxide has seen
prior use as a coolant dating back to the 1960s [41–44] in the RMI LR-40 and Rocketdyne
AR-2 engines as well as the British Black Knight vehicle. Its monopropellant nature limits
temperature rise [42] and its very high critical pressure raises concerns of vapor-locking
should the fluid reach its boiling point within the jacket. Extensive work on LOX cooling
was conducted at NASA GRC in the 1970s and reveal that it can be an excellent coolant.
The end of the cold war revealed Russian successes in this regard and that has spawned
modern engines that exploit the ox-rich staged combustion cycle using this fluid. In NASA
GRC studies, LOX-cooled combustors were successfully fired at chamber pressures as high
as 1200 psi (8.27 MPa) and successful operation was even demonstrated with intentional
cooling jacket leaks [45].
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Table 4. Coolant characteristics from available literature and fluid properties.

Coolant Coolant Inlet
Temp, K

Max Coolant Outlet
Temp, K [ref]

Coolant Enthalpy
Available, kJ/kg

Critical Pressure,
MPa

Critical Heat Flux,
kW/cm2

LH2 40 250 [25] 2757 1.3 >9

LCH4 111 303 [25] 1920 4.6 1.6 [35]

RP-2 300 670 [39] 744 2.4 0.9 [39]

LOX 90 300 [44] 305 5.0 9.0 [46]

90% HP 300 370 a [35] 183 22 (100% HP) 1.27 b [35]
a → This temperature was for 98% HP. b → 90%HP CHF is at 1000 psi.

Cooling approaches employed by the combustor designer will vary with operating
conditions, the propellant available for coolant, pressure budget, and material selection
to name a few. Each of these considerations will drive the cooling system design, and
ultimately impact the operable heat flux and hot wall temperature within the RDE. One
of the primary drivers of cooling system performance is the velocity at which the coolant
is flowed through the cooling passage. Increasing the velocity of the coolant improves
its ability to convect heat from the chamber wall but comes with increased pressure drop.
This negatively impacts the feed system designer, requiring either higher performing
turbopumps or higher tank pressures. Coolant velocity can be managed by alterations in
flowrate or adjusting the total flow area or passes of the cooling passages. Alterations in
flowrate are limited as the coolant used in regenerative systems is one or both propellants
used for combustor operation and is set by the mixture ratio and total propellant required
to meet engine performance. Adjusting the total flow area is the largest knob that can be
turned by the cooling system designer and is primarily adjusted by how many channel
passes are included in the design.

With many variables, a simplified cooling assessment is presented in Figures 8 and 9.
below to make a first-order assessment on a coolants ability to manage heat loads in an
RDE. This assessment was completed with a quasi-steady one-dimensional regenerative
heat transfer analysis. Heat fluxes were predicted by scaling throat level constant pressure
combustor conditions, operating at the same inlet conditions as an RDE. A heat flux
scaling factor of 1.6 was developed based on previous analytical studies by Stechman [22].
Coolant velocities were held constant for this study in order to directly compare coolant
performance. The velocity selected was 60 m/s as this value is an excessive pressure
drop upper limit recommended in NASA SP-8087 [47]. When the designer down selects a
coolant, a more detailed study on the cooling channel arrangement and coolant velocity
should be completed.

As shown in Figure 8, hydrogen/oxygen systems produce large heat fluxes based
on the thermal conductivities of the combustion products. In general, the values here
are daunting (as perspective the throat level heat flux of the space shuttle main engine
is 8 kW/cm2 [25]) and with the exception of the low pressures on the left end of the plot
values exceed critical heat fluxes shown in Table 4. Almost all CP engines employ fuel film
cooling that drastically reduces heat fluxes to the wall and thereby enables high operating
pressures. For the RDRE, it is not clear that this is a viable alternative as any fuel injected
near the wall may undergo parasitic deflagration thereby robbing some of the performance
advantage of the detonative cycle. The 1.6 factor folded into the heat fluxes in Figure 8
is highly speculative and is surely dependent on the injector design employed in studies
where this was derived. Nevertheless, the results do indicate the large cooling challenge
presented by the RDRE application and the results are a prime factor why a low-pressure
space engine may be the most viable initial application of the technology.
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The predicted heat flux values for hydrogen/oxygen systems in Figure 8 with hy-
drogen as the coolant were higher than those with oxygen as the coolant because of the
increased cooling capacity of hydrogen lowering the hot wall temperature and increasing
the convective heat transfer from the combustion gases. The predicted heat flux from
kerosene (RP-2)/hydrogen peroxide system was the lowest and driven primarily by the
poor cooling capability of RP-2 raising hot wall temperatures and reducing the convective
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heat transfer from the combustion products. In reality, the hot wall temperatures predicted
far exceed the material capability and a properly cooled wall would produce considerably
higher heat fluxes. Methane/oxygen systems were between the aforementioned propellant
combinations with oxygen and methane offering similar cooling capabilities. Heat fluxes
for all propellant combinations increase drastically with chamber pressure as expected.
Heat fluxes, even at lower chamber pressures on the order of 10 atm, approach or exceed
the critical heat fluxes described in Table 4. This is a strong indication of why film cooling
is used in high-pressure constant-pressure combustors and should certainly be studied
in RDREs. Alternate approaches such as film cooling will likely be critical to long-term
operation of RDRE devices at high chamber pressures.

Figure 9 highlights the cooling capabilities of multiple coolants with higher performing
coolants able to keep hot wall temperatures lower. This study was completed assuming
the chamber material was GRCop-42 where hot wall temperatures are recommended to
remain below 1000 K. As shown in the figure, this temperature is exceeded for all coolants
at medium to high chamber pressures. This even further highlights the need for additional
cooling methods such as film or transpiration cooling in high-pressure RDEs. RP-2 resulted
in the worst performing coolant, with wall temperatures exceeding acceptable levels even
at low chamber pressures (~10 atm).

As shown Figures 8 and 9, the RDE cooling system designer will be limited in chamber
pressure without the use of alternative cooling methods such as film cooling or transpiration
cooling. Chamber pressures larger than ~10 atm produce heat fluxes exceeded the critical
heat fluxes of available coolants. Given the vacuum of space for expansion of combustion
gases, space engines do not sustain large performance degradation at these operating
pressures—as an example the famed lunar module descent engine used in the Apollo
program had a chamber pressure of only 100 psi (6.8 atm). System-level performance issues
become a consideration that is beyond the scope of this paper. For example, regenerative
cooling systems necessitate operation at supercritical conditions in many cases thereby
dictating certain pressure levels regardless of combustor operating pressure. Even if critical
heat flux can be mitigated, hot wall temperatures will limit the RDE combustor designer to
~100 atm with a well performing coolant. Combustor operation exceeding ~100 atm will
likely need to employ film or transpiration cooling methods but their impact on combustor
performance is yet to be determined.

6. Conclusions

Potential performance advantages for a rotating detonation rocket engine (RDRE)
conceived for space propulsion applications have been studied. Existing performance
models show theoretical specific impulse gains of 3–14% using a model that takes into
account quasi-steady nozzle performance for the range of pressures presented in a notional
RDRE pressure pulse. Advantages tend to be greatest for hydrogen fuel, but the optimum
is driven to very fuel rich conditions for the detonative cycle. Thrust-chamber sizing
comparisons reveal that the RDRE enjoys a substantial length reduction when compared
to a constant pressure (CP) combustion device for a given thrust level. This advantage
is important for space missions, including surface lander applications that would profit
by reduction in landing gear length coincident with engine length reductions. While
roughly an order of magnitude smaller in volume than a CP combustor, the annular RDRE
combustor is shown to have lower surface area over a range of thrust levels pertinent to
space propulsion. The RDRE surface area advantage is reduced as thruster size/thrust
level is reduced.

Despite potential reductions in cooling surface area, the very high heat loads imposed
by the passing detonation front pose substantial challenges in terms of exceeding critical
heat fluxes or total available enthalpy for a given application. Here, the lack of data on
actual RDRE heat loads impairs our ability to provide firm quantitative information in
many cases, but using the limited results obtained thus far reveal that RDRE space engines
will be limited to low operating pressures to achieve thermal balance. Nevertheless, prior
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history of space engine developments in this realm, combined with the attractive specific
impulse that may be attained, does give justification for further study of the RDRE space
engine. Transpiration or film cooling approaches that have been applied/studied in CP
engines should be explored in the RDRE as they can reduce overall heat loads imposed
in the cooling jacket. Here, the introduction of fuel prior to passage of the detonation
front raises the potential for parasitic deflagration that could reduce or eliminate any
performance advantage that may exist over the CP engine.
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